
 

 

 

WHOLENESS SUPPORT UNIT (WSU V2) 

Basic Information 

 

 
Wholeness Support Unit Version 2 (WSU V2) in use 

 
 
The four tripods with the mounted frosted white tubes that contain the clear reactor 
heads within them, set up a Life Force Information Field that is more focused than in a 
normal environment. The fields also contain qualities and information imparted by the 
Transition State Elements (TSE) that have been applied to the black coils that you can 
see inside the reactor heads within their protective tubes. Generally, these TSE fields are 
resonant with the main elements found in your amino acid structures. 
 
 



 

 
Protective acrylic tubes are not illustrated above 

 
When you sit in the space that exists between the tripods, these information fields will 
flow to find balance with your own subtle energy fields. In this way they can replenish 
information that you need. Missing or corrupted information is the underlying cause of 
most imbalances. Therefore, rejuvenating your subtle life force energy and its 
associated information fields help’s restore your state of balance. 
 

 
Orynoco WSU V2 

 

See WSU V2 User Guide￼￼ 

See User Experiences 
 
The four tripods are adjustable so that their heights can be set to suit the setting of a 
bed, chair meditation cushion or other seating/lying arrangement. The reactor heads 
are attached to the tripods with mounting brackets. The mounting brackets are 

https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/using-conscious-tech/?tab=WSU-V2-USER-GUIDE#wsu-guide-title
https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/user-experiences-testimonials-portal/by-conscious-tech/wholeness-support-unit/


 

adjustable to enable the heads to be tilted for various adjustments of field overlap. 
These various angles of overlap can produce considerably different results and allow for 
fine tuning the system to each individuals needs. There is no set formula for 
determining the angles the reactor heads should be set at.  For starting out we do 
recommend having the heads pointing mostly upwards versus being angled towards 
you. The energy is less intense this way. 
 
 

 
Protective acrylic tubes removed to reveal internal designs 

 
Each reactor head contains four mounted superoxide-coated copper coils. Each coil 
carries a blend of information fields derived from being further coated with various 
types of TSE.  
 
Together these build a field strength gradient relative to one another, thereby enabling 
a dynamic flow of subtle life force energy fields. The reference field set up by all four 
reactor heads can then respond to the needs of the body or living organism positioned 
in the space at the centre of the tripods with their reactor heads mounted. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


